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NIAAA

Enhancing the Education Experience for Persons with Intellectual and Behavioral Disabilities Resulting from Prenatal Alcohol Exposure
(Dr. Sally Anderson, 301-443-6371)

NIAID

@Scientific Hurdles to the Control of XDR Tuberculosis@
(Dr. Clifton Barry, 301-435-7509)

NIAMS

2007 Tissue Repair and Regeneration Gordon Research Conference
(Dr. Carl Baker, 301-594-5017)

NCI

(Dr. Helen Moore, 301-496-1550)

International Multiple Myeloma Consortium (IMMC)
(Dr. Isis Mikhail, 301-435-6750)

NCI Summit on Carcinoids and Neuroendocrine Tumors
(Dr. Daniel Sussman, 301-594-8799)

Profiling of Immune Response to Guide Cancer Diagnosis, Prognosis and Prediction of Therapy
(Dr. Magdalena Thurin, 301-496-1591)

Translational Genomics of Neuroblastoma (TgiN)
(Dr. Javed Khan, 301-480-0314)

2nd International Symposium on Cancer Metastasis and the Lymphovascular System: Basis for Rational Therapy
(Dr. Henry Xie, 301-496-8866)
NICHHD

Antenatal Testing: A Reevaluation
(Dr. Caroline Signore, 301-496-5577)

Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia 2008 (11th International Workshop)
(Dr. Constantine Stratakis, 301-496-4686)

Neonatal Hypoglycemia: Opportunities and Challenges
(Dr. Tonse N. K. Raju, 301-402-1872)

Neonatal Nosocomial Infection Workshop
(Dr. Rosemary D. Higgins, 301-435-7909)

Newborn Screening Translational Research Network (NBSTRN) Conference
(Dr. Gilian Engelson, 301-451-2137)

Pheochromocytoma 2007
(Dr. Karel Pacak, 301-402-4594)

Stillbirth Definition and Classification System: Developing an International Consensus
(Dr. Uma M. Reddy, 301-496-1074)

Turner Syndrome: Heart of the Matter
(Dr. Carolyn Bondy, 301-496-4686)

NIDCR

Gordon Research Conference on Calcium Signaling
(Dr. John W. Kusiak, 301-594-7984)

The Ninth International Conference on the Chemistry and Biology of Mineralized Tissue (9ICCBMT)
(Dr. Lillian Shum, 301-594-0618)

NIDDK

8th International Primary Hyperoxaluria Workshop
(Dr. Rebekah Rasooly, 301-594-6007)
Lipid Trafficking and Rafts: Common Node for Biology and Pathology
(Dr. Michael Fessler, 919-541-3701 and Dr. G. Jean Harry, 919-541-0927)

Rare Disease Presentations in the Environmental Mutagen Society
38th Annual Meeting entitled Mutational and Epigenetic Mechanisms of Susceptibility and Risks for Genetic Diseases
(Dr. Jack Bishop, 919-541-1876)

Best Practices in Transfusion Medicine for Patients with Sickle Cell Disease
(Dr. Harvey Luksenburg, 301-451-6766)

Medicine, Science, and Community: Working Together for a Cure 35th National Sickle Cell Disease Association of America Convention
(Dr. Harvey Luksenburg, 301-451-6766)

Working Group in Sickle Cell Disease: Neurobiology of Pain and Pharmacogenetics
(Dr. Harvey Luksenburg, 301-451-6766)

Lymphatic Biology, Function and Disease Working Group
(Dr. Eser Tolunay, 301-435-0560)

Ninth Workshop on Novel Technologies and Gene Transfer for Hemophilia
(Dr. Rebecca Link, 301-435-0071)

4th International Congress on Schwachman-Diamond Syndrome
(Dr. Pankaj Qasba, 301-435-0084)

2007 Weinstein Cardiovascular Development Conference
(Dr. Charlene Schramm, 301-435-0510)

Meeting to Create a Toolkit for Nursing Faculty to Address Minimal Nursing Competencies for Genetics and Genomics
(Dr. Jean Jenkins, 301-496-4601)

Proteus Syndrome and Mechanisms of Bone Growth
(Dr. Leslie Biesecker, 301-402-2041)
NIMH

Are Endophenotypes for Suicide Within Reach?
(Dr. Jane Pearson, 301-443-1185)

NINDS

International Symposium for Hereditary Spastic Paraplegia
(Dr. Katrina Gwinn-Hardy, 301-496-5745)

Medical Management of Pediatric Neurotransmitter Disorders: A Multidisciplinary Approach
(Dr. Dan Tagle, 301-496-5745)

NIH Workshop on Translational Research in Muscular Dystrophy
(Dr. John Porter, 301-496-1917)

Shared Neurobiology of Autism and Related Disorders
(Dr. Laura Mamounas, 301-496-5745)

The Glycoproteinoses: Second International Workshop on Advances in Pathogenesis and Therapy
(Dr. Dan Tagle, 301-496-5745)

Tuberous Sclerosis Conference: from Genes to New Therapeutics
(Dr. Jane Fountain, 301-496-1531)

2007 Biennial Meeting of the Peripheral Nerve Society
(Dr. John Porter, 301-496-1917)

2007 Neurofibromatosis Conference
(Dr. Jane Fountain, 301-496-1531)

2007 Neurology Workshop for Ataxia-Telangiectasia: Comparison and Development of Quantitative Neurological Endpoints
(Dr. Dan Tagle, 301-496-5745)